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NAYMAN YATIRIM VE INSAAT A.S., 
AKDENIZ CAD AKDENIZ IS MERKEZI 6/707 KONAK, 

IZMIR, TURKEY
 

T. (+90) 5327418797
ace@acenayman.com

www.acenayman.com

Paola Emilia Monachesi, after a long career in fashion with notable 
brands like Versace, launched her own brand in 2019.
In her new collection she combines craftsmanship with latest technology 
and research, to bring to life her dreams and unbridled fantasy that is 
shined upon by the preciousness of metals.

STILL HERE S.R.L. 
VIA A.ALBRICCI 8, 20122 MILAN

ITALY
 

T. (+39)351 6122 107 / +39 327 281 9240
pem@paolaemiliamonachesithebrand.com
www.paolaemilamonachesithebrand.com

 PAOLA EMILIA MONACHESI
_THE BRAND

https://www.imonishowroom.com/paola-emilia-monachesi


MIRA HAYEK S.A.L. 
NASSAR BLDG., 1F, AL ARZ ST, SAIFI,
443 BEIRUT, LEBANON

T. (+961) 1563 329
info@mirahayek.com
www.mirahayek.com

MIRA HAYEK from Beirut, is an International Woolmark Prize Nominee. 
Mira is inspired by geometric shapes and motifs to create her collec- 
tions. She was selected by the STARCH Foundation to launch her first 
collection in 2011, after working at the ateliers of Elie Saab in Beirut and 
Erdem in London. 

MIRA HAYEK
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https://www.imonishowroom.com/mira-hayek
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TAILORHEAVEN AS, 
KVERNELANDSVEIEN 327, 

4355 KVERNELAND 

T. (+47) 93 48 48 31, 
elsa@hostandvar.com / gunn@hostandvar.com, 

www.hostandvar.com

Høst & Vår is a bond between two women; a mother and daughter, wom-
en at different stages in their life but with a shared vision and drive, and a 
connection formed of love and respect. We could say that the daughter 
is Spring and the mother is Autumn. In 1989 this connection was formed 
and it has grown from that point into a perfect partnership of under-
standing and a combined force of equal strength.

 HØST & VÅR
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https://www.imonishowroom.com/host-var


CITY BUSINESS CENTRE, 
LOWER ROAD UNIT 44,
LONDON SE16 2XB, 
UNITED KINGDOM

T (+44) 789 9333 963
felipe@victoriaragna.com
www.victoriaragna.com 

VICTORIA RAGNA has always wanted to create beautiful things and to 
design different patterns. To see them become prints on fabrics is a life-
long dream come true for her. Victoria Ragna is a Brazilian & Norwegian 
designer who moved to London and has started creating prints and pat-
terns inspired by her Norwegian heritage and background.

VICTORIA RAGNA LIMITED
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https://www.imonishowroom.com/host-var
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SC CASTRASELY SRL 
BARBU MUMULEANU 38 

020543 BUCHAREST, ROMANIA

T. (+40) 721238052
contact@claudiacastrase.com

www.claudiacastrase.com 

Claudia Castrase, the designer behind the homonym fashion label, con-
siders herself a visual storyteller rather than a fashion designer.  With a 
background in painting and visual arts, she studied fashion design at the 
University of Arts in Bucharest.  Ever since her first collection in 2007, she 
mixes abstract concepts with design elements in a well-defined personal 
style. Her trademarks are the minimal pure lines, the perfect geometry, 
and the subtle timeless elegance.

CLAUDIA CASTRASE

https://www.imonishowroom.com/claudia-castrase


SRL  STR. DACIA, 37, 
900683 CONSTANZA, 
ROMANIA

T. (+40) 726503519
contact@futureplanatstyle.com
www.futureplanetstyle.com

Future Planat Style was founded by Alina Stanca, a graduate of the Euro-
pean Institue of Design in Milan, in 2016. 
FPS romantic brand with a rebel soul. It represents a combination be-
tween timeless, classical and contemporary urban influences. Collections 
have an effortless fluidity, a great wear for day and night out equally.

FUTURE PLANET STYLE
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https://www.imonishowroom.com/claudia-castrase
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ADAM HIORTS VEI 2, 
0575 OSLO, 

NORWAY 

T. (+47) 470 34370
molden@fleshofficial.com

www.fleshofficial.com 

The brand was established in the early spring of 2016 in Oslo, Norway, 
by Malin Molden. A brand devoted to tell her story of a universe created 
to become your second skin. The ambition to run Flesh is in reference to 
the local butcher. "In a world of fashion and mass-production, we aim to 
provide quality items in a small production. One piece of steak is solely 
yours, and cannot be duplicated or made exactly the same for another 
customer.

FLESH
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https://www.imonishowroom.com/claudia-castrase


UMAN 10/80 KIEVYAN STR. 
0028 YEREVAN, 
ARMENIA

T. (+374) 94 57 99 77
mariam@fashiondrug.moda 
www.fashiondrug.moda 

FASHIONDRUG Accessories is a premium Armenian accessories brand 
with stylish and trendy brooches that are created by Anahit Ghazaryan. 
She combines her colorful imagination with superfine finish and hand-
work. Her accessories are very popular across continents, with an im-
portant following in the USA, Europe, Japan, CIS and in the Persian Gulf 
countries. 

FASHION DRUG
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https://www.imonishowroom.com/fashion-drug
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NAYMAN YATIRIM VE INSAAT A.S., 
AKDENIZ CAD AKDENIZ IS MERKEZI 6/707 KONAK, 

IZMIR, TURKEY
 

T. (+90) 5327418797
ace@acenayman.com

www.acenayman.com

Created by Ece Nayman, ACE NAYMAN is the true embodiment of a 
lifestyle that blends youth culture, sophistication and comfort. Applying 
the knowledge she gained from earning her BA from London College of 
Fashion in Womenswear Design and her multicultural upbringing in Istan-
bul, Ece functions as not only the designer behind ACE NAYMAN, but 
also the creative director. She has created ACE NAYMAN for women who 
don't shy away from standing out and making a statement, as evident 
from the brand's bold and colorful designs.

ACE NAYMAN

https://www.imonishowroom.com/fashion-drug


BERGERSTR. 61 
60316 FRANKFURT 
GERMANY 

T.(+49) 69 43 20 15
info@schwarzpelze.de
www.hansschwarz.de 

Hans Schwarz is a worthy descendent of four generations of artisan fur-
riers, in Frankfurt, Germany. His forefathers had created the company in 
1947 in Frankfurt, the European center of the fur industry. He is passion-
ate user of natural materials of excellence and of authenticated origin 
translating into a sustainable design. Hans Schwarz’s signature is in mak-
ing fur into super lightweight, wearable garments. 

HANS SCHWARZ
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https://www.imonishowroom.com/hans-schwarz
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MGA CONSULTING, 
9 RUE DE CHEVALIER ST. GEORGE, 

75008 PARIS, FRANCE

T. (+39) (0)571.932.517
contact@8madeleine.com 

www.8madeleine.com 

8 MADELEINE is a French brand, founded by Marie Antoinette Giganti, 
whose ethos is based on the creation of CHIC&ICONIC garments in an 
ETHICAL manner. She is driven by the responsibilities towards dressmak-
ers in her atelier de couture and also for her clients. 

8 MADELEINE
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https://www.imonishowroom.com/hans-schwarz
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KLARA CADIEUX D.O.O. 
PERJAVICKA PUTINA 8A, 
10000 ZAGREB
CROATIA

T. (+385)91 1515 953
dunja@cadieux.co
www.cadieuxparis.com

CADIEUX PARIS - founded by Klara Cadieux - advocates a feminine style 
for modern women, merging the classic Parisian style with a fashionable 
twist.

CADIEUX PARIS

http://cadieux.co/index.php
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IMONI STOCKHOLM
8, AVENUE HOCHE

75008 PARIS, 
FRANCE 

T. (+33) 6 26 74 28 23
info@imoni.eu

www. imoni.eu 

IIMONI came about on an Artic day in Stockholm, in 2005. Designed and 
inspired by Konstfack - The Uni of Art - from early on, it re ects the cool 
styles of Swedes, with a touch of colour and fun. Led by Moni Rab, the 
founder, today it makes luxurious shoes out of the ordinary. 

IMONI STOCKHOLM

https://www.imonishowroom.com/imoni-stockholm


RUIA AND RUIA INTERNATIONAL LLP
UDYOG BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 
4000 001 MUMBAI, INDIA

T. (+91) 98190 64000
info@ruiaandruia.com
www.maneesharuia.com

Maneesha Ruia is an established accessories brand specializing in 
Scarves, Wraps, Ponchos and Loungewear made from the finest Cash-
mere, Merino Wool, Silk and Suede. Conceptualized as part of everyday 
luxury, the brand specializes in exquisite craftsmanship from all over India 
creating contemporary yet classic styles.

MANEESHA RUIA
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https://www.imonishowroom.com/maneesha-ruia
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U.B.LAND ITALIA S.R.L.
VIA DEI FABBRI 44/46

41057 SPILAMBERTO MODENA, ITALY

T. (+39) 059 783491 / (+39) 392 3141607
info@ublanditalia.it

www.bevinimodena.com 

BEVINI MODENA was established in 2004, in Modena, Italy. The city fa-
mous for its ancient and colorful historic center, reminds the visitor of its 
elegant past, whilst inspires today's  trends. Bevini Modena believes in 
the combination of a contemporary selection of the most refined leath-
ers, textiles and accessories with its own pool of designers and artisanal 
manufacturing traditions  that results in a truly unique and high-quality 
product.

 BEVINI MODENA
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https://www.imonishowroom.com/maneesha-ruia


KLARA CADIEUX D.O.O. 
PERJAVICKA PUTINA 8A, 
10000 ZAGREB
CROATIA

T. (+385)91 1515 953
dunja@cadieux.co
www.cadieuxparis.com



M. / Whatsapp (+33) 6 26 74 28 23
hello@imonishowroom.com

Door Code —  C. Suède / C. Norvège
Cercle Suédois, 242 Rue de Rivoli,

Stairway A, 2nd Floor, 75001,
Paris, France.

T. (+33) 1 53 83 09 02

www.imonishowroom.com
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